
 
Mantras: Pray to awaken and establish purity in the Shri Ganesha principle in Australia and the world, as well as to 
remove any obstacles preventing the success of International Easter Puja Seminar, Meditate Australia Tour and Shri 
MahaGanesha Puja. With the  Kavach, we pray to remove ignorance in the world and open up the hearts of seekers and 
yogis. 

- Ganesha Artharvasheersha, 12 names of Shri Ganesha, 108 names of Shri Ganesha, Kavach of the Devi, etc. 
 

Negativity List 
For bandhans, shoe-beat, paper-burning, collective havans, collective shoe-beat, etc. Please choose a few from this list 
for individual treatments daily. Also include the whole or part of the list in collective treatments.  
 
SHRI MAHAGANESHA PUJA 

- Any negativity preventing the complete success of the Shri MahaGanesha Puja Seminar near Uluru from 6 – 9 
September 2019. 

- All negativity creating misleading information about the Shri MahaGanesha Puja Seminar and all negativity 
preventing Yogis using their vibrational awareness to feel that Shri MahaGanesha Puja should be held in 2019. 

- Any impure attention being put on this Puja Seminar from Yogis inside and outside of Australia 
- All negativity and obstacles preventing Yogis who desire to attend the Shri MahaGanesha Puja Seminar from 

being able to attend and being granted VISAs. 
- All negativity hindering collective effort in organising and conducting Shri Mahaganesha Puja at Uluru 

EASTER PUJA 
- Any negativity preventing the best arrangements for the International Easter Puja and negativity preventing the 

complete success of Easter Puja  
- All negativity preventing the complete success of Sahaja Marriages at Easter Puja in Australia including Yogis 

completing application forms, being granted VISAs and attending the Seminar 
- Any impure attention being put on this puja from yogis inside and outside of Australia 
- Any negativity preventing yogis from registering and attending International Easter Puja and Seminar 
- All negativity and obstacles hindering collective effort in organising and conducting Easter Puja and seminar 

 
MEDITATE AUSTRALIA TOUR 2019 

- All obstacles preventing us from being ideal instruments for the Meditate Australia Tour 
- All ego, impure attention, impure desires and negativities in those helping with the Meditate Australia Tour 
- Negativity preventing all tour organisers from using their vibratory awareness to make decisions 
- Negative attention on Meditate Australia Tour organisers and participants from inside or outside the Collective 
- All negativity impacting the organisation and running of the tour 
- All negativity and obstacles hindering collective effort in organising and conducting the MAT  
- All negativity preventing seekers from coming to the realisation events during the MAT 
- All negativity preventing the appropriate venues and appropriate accommodation from being available for the 

running of realisation events during the tour  
- Negativities preventing yogis with a desire to attend and participate in the tour, from participating 
- All financial issues and any obstacles arising from financial issues in the tour 
- Negativity preventing the right people from being in the right places that best enables the work of spreading 

realization and hosting our guests 
AUSTRALIA WIDE ISSUES 

- Negativity preventing the spread of Sahaja Yoga to younger generations in Australia 
- Negativity preventing the depth and size of Yuva Shakti Australia wide 

General public 
- The harm caused to innocent Australians by weather events in Australia 
- All negativities affecting the innocence of Australians through the media 
- All negativities affecting Australians through alcohol and drugs 
- Lack of wisdom in Australian politicians 

 


